THE CENTRAL BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION  
VACHASPATI BHAWAN, NEW DELHI- 110059  
EXAMINATION FORM

ROLL NO.............................................

COURSE APPLIED FOR:  
- [ ] HIGH SCHOOL [MM] [YY] [YY]  
- [ ] INTERMEDIATE [MM] [YY] [YY]

NAME Of CANDIDATE in CAPITAL Letters:  

FATHER’S NAME in CAPITAL Letters:  

MOTHER’S NAME in CAPITAL Letters:  

Date Of Birth:  
DOB in Words........................................

Address:  

Details of 10th Board Examination: Month & Year of Passing

Caste........................................................................

Your Previous Qualification: ........................................

High School

Comp. Subjects Tick Mark
1. Hindi [ ] Ele. Hindi [ ]
2. English [ ] Sanskrit [ ]
3. Netik Shiksha [ ]

Optional Subjects: Tick Mark
Any Three or Max. Four
4. Mathematics [ ]
5. Social Science [ ]
6. Science [ ]
7. Drawing [ ]
8. Commerce [ ]
9. Home Science [ ]
10. Modern Indian Lang. [ ]

Intermediate

Comp. Subjects Tick Mark
1. Hindi [ ] Ele. Hindi [ ]
2. English [ ] Sanskrit [ ]
3. Netik Shiksha [ ]

ARTS GROUP
Optional Subjects: Tick Mark
Any Three or Max. Four
From Any One Group
4. Mathematics [ ]
5. History [ ]
6. Geography [ ]
7. Political Science [ ]
8. Economics [ ]
9. Drawing [ ]
10. Home Science [ ]

SCIENCE GROUP
11. Mathematics [ ]
12. Physics [ ]
13. Chemistry [ ]
14. Biology [ ]

COMMERCE GROUP
15. Book-keeping & Accountancy [ ]
16. Element Of Commerce & Banking [ ]
17. Applied Ele. Enocomics & Commercial Geography [ ]

I declare that I am applying for and appearing at the aforesaid examination at my own wish and the particulars given above are correct to the best of my knowledge. I further declare that on admission I shall submit myself to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the Secretary and the several authorities of the board who may be vested with the authority to exercise discipline under Act, statutes, the ordinances and the rules, I shall not plead ignorance of any of the rules and regulations.

FEES ONCE PAID SHALL IN NO CASE BE REFUNDED

I HAVE READ THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD AS LAID DOWN IN PROSPECTUS THROUGHLY WITH INTRODUCTORY WORDS.

Counter Signature Of The Parent/Guardian  
Signature Of The Candidate